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ABSTRACT

Owensite is a new mineral species found in samples from the Wellgreen Cu-Ni-Pt-Pd deposit, Kluane Districg Yukon
Territory. The mineral, which is very rare, occurs as small anhedral grains ranging from 6 x 12 ta 43 x 1 10 pm, aad is closely
associated with pyrrhotite, magnetite, chalcopyrite and pentlandite. Owensile is opaque, with a metallic luster and a black streak.
The mineral is pale brownish grey in plane-polarized reflected light, and isotropic, Reflectance spectra and color values are
given. Owensitedisplays cubic synnnetry andhas 4refinedunit-cellparameter aofL0.373(2) A and a Vof 1116.0(3) A3, with
the following srrongest X-ray powder lines [d in A(D(/*D]: 3.460(40x300), 3.281(40x310), 2.996(90)(222),2.378(90)Q31),
1.835(100)(440) and 1379(0@33). Its crystal structure has been dete^rmined as cubic, space group Pm3m (Srymaiski 1995).
Based on the least-squares-refined unit-cell parameter, a = 10.349(1) A, with Z = 1, D-" is 4.78 glcd . The average result of
electron-microprobe analyses gave: 8a23.04, Pb 3.58, Cn25.33,Fe20.24, Ni 0.25, S n,ll, total 99.55 wt.7o, which yields the
empirical formula @as.azPbosd>=s.es(Cu1a67Fe11.7sNi0.y)"+.t.715v31, or simply @a,Pb)e(Cu,FeNi)25S7. Structurally, owensite
is closely related to djerfisherite KuNa@e"lt{i,Cu)zs26cl, but it is totally devoid of the Cl and monovalent metals found in the
latter mineral. Owensite honors DeAlton R. Owens (1934- ) of the Canada Centre for Mineral and Energy Technology, Ottawa,
for his contributions to mineralogy, particularly in the field of electron-microbeam analyses.

Keywords: new mineral species, owensite, @a,Pb)o(Cu,Fe,Ni)25S27, X-ray-diffraction data" electron-microprobe data,
reflectance dat4 We[green deposit, Yukon Territory.

Solrruenr

Nous avons d6couvert une nouvelle espbce min6ra1e, la owensite, dans cles 6chantillons pr6lev6s du gisement i
Cu-Ni-Pt-Pd de Wellgreen, du district de Kluane, Territoire du Yukon. I€ mindral, qui est d'ailleurs trbs rare, se pr6sente sous
forme de petits grains x6nomorphes mesurant de 6 x 12 e 43 x 110 pm; il est 6troitement associ6 i pyrrhotite, map6tite,
chalcopyrite et pentlandite. La owensite est opaque, possbde un 6clat metallique, et sa rayue est noire, Le mindral est gri$
brundtre pdle en lumibre r6fl6chie, et isotrope. Nous avons ddtermin6 so-n spectre de rdflectance et ses valeurs de couleur. la
owensiteist cubrque, avec a 6gal d lBn(D A et V 6gal n 1116.0(3) A3; ies six raies les plus intenses [d en A(t)(lrtt)] sont
3.460(40X300), 3.281(40X310), 2.996(90)(222),2.378(90X331), 1.835(100X440) etr.779(n)@33). L'6bauche de sa structure
cristalline montre qu'il s'agit dim min6ral cubique, grgupe spattal Pm3m (Szymafski 1995); avec un;parambtre r6ticulaire a
affind par la m6thode des moindres carr6s, 10.349(1) A, et Z 6gal i 1, la densitd calcul6e serait 6gale i 4.78. l,a moyenne des
analyses b la microsonde dlectronique donne: Ba 23.M, Pb 3.58, Cu25,33,Fe?-A.24, Ni 0.25, S 27.11, total 99.557o par poids,
ce qui mbne d la formule empirique (Bq.a2Pbs.56)r=5.9s(Cu12.s7Fert.rNi0.trt-24.71s22.31 ou, plus simplement,
(BaPb)e(Cu,Fe,Ni)25Sr. la structure de la owensite est dtroitement 1i6e b celle de la djerfisherite, K6I.{a(Fe,Ni,Cu)2aS26Cl,
malg€ I'absence de Cl et de cations monovalents. l,a owensite honore DeAlton R. Owens (1934- ) du Centre Canadien pour la
Technologie tles Mindraux et tle lEnergie, pour ses contributions i la min€ralogig particulibrement dans le domaine d'analyses
par nicro-faisceau dlectronique.

Mots-cl6s: nouvelle espbce mindrale, owensite, @a"Pb)o(CuFe,Ni)2sS2?, donn6es de diffraction & donndes de microsonde
6lecnonique, donn6es de r6flectance, gisement de Wellgreen" Tenitoire du Yukon.

t Geological Survey of Canada contribution number 28194.
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INTRoDUCToN

A new mineral of the djerfisherite group was dis-
covered during the investigation of a series of samples
taken from the Wellgreen Cu-Ni-ft-Pd deposit (Cabri
et al. 1993). The Wellgreen deposit is located in the
Kluane Disftict of southwestern Yukon. 315 km north-
west of Whitehorse and 14 km to the west of the Alaska
Highway, at latitude 61'28'N and longitude
139"32'W. The deposit was mined in 1972-:73 for Ct
and Ni, with the total production amounting to L7l,65l
t of ore, and in recent years there has been renewed
interest in the deposit, with a particular emphasis on the
platinum-group element @GE) content. The deposit is
hosted by the Quill Creek Ultramafis Qomplex of
lower Triassic age, which is located in a continuous
chain of foothills along the north"*1"6 flank of the St.
Elias Mountains, Yukon, known as the "Kluane
panges" (Campbell 1960, L977). Three major zones
of gabbro-hosted massive and disseminated sulfide
mineralization and one minor zone have been dis-
coveredto date in the Quill CreekUltramafic Complex,
but the new mineral has, so far, only been found in one
of these (the "West Znn€').

NAIIm AND PnssnnvenoN or Typs MATFRIAL

The mineral is named owensite in honor of DeAlton

R. Owens (1934- ) of the Canada Centre for Mineral
and Energy Technology, in Ottaw4 for his conti-
butions to mineralogy, particularly in the field of
electron-microbeam analyses. The mineral and the
mineral name were approved by the IMA Commission
on New Minerals and Mineral Names in March 1994.
Type material, consisting of polished sections, is
deposited in the Systematic Reference Series of the
National Mineral Collection, housed at the Geological
Survey of Canada Ottawa, under catalogue number
NMC 67326, and at The Natural History Museum,
London, U.K. (8.1495, BM 1994,54).

OccurrsNcs

The new mineral was found in drill-core rejects
from sample Dl (disseminated sulfides in peridotite)
and from sample Etr (disseminated sulfides in chilled
gabbro - pegmatitic gabbro), both from the West Zone
of the Quill Creek Ultramafic Complex. Owensite is
a rare mineral that occurs as small anhedral grains
(6x L2 to a maximum of 43 x 110 pm in size) within
pyrrhotite (Fig. 1), closely associated with magnetite,
chalcopyrite and pentlandite. Associated minerals are
ppite, cobaltite-gersdorffite, arsenopyrite, nllmannite,
violarite, chromite, ilmenite, sphalerite, argento-
pentlandite, breithauptite, covellite, marcasite,
nickeline, galen4 rutile, barite, hessite, Au-Ag alloys;

FIc. 1. SEM photomicrographs. A) Anhedral grains of owensite (white) in contact with magnetite (Mag) and enclosed in
pynhotite @o) with minor chalcopyrite (Ccp). Scale bar represents I 0 pm" B) Subhedral grain of owensite (white) in contact
with magnetite (Mag) and enclosed in pyrrhotite @o). Scale bar represents 100 pm.
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the platinum-$oup minerals: sperrylite, moncheite,
sudburyite, testibiopalladite, kotulskite, mertieite II,
stibiopalladinite, geversite, undefined Pd@i,Te), unde-
fined Pd3Ni(Sb,Te,Bi)5, undefined (Pd,Ni)3
(Te,Sb,Bi)a; the PGE-bearing minerals: Pd-ft-bearing
melonite and undefined (Ni,Pd)r(Te,Sb)t (Cabi et al.
1993).

ANaryrrcer, MsrT{oos

Heavy-mingpl sepaxates were mounted in araldite,
with special care being taken during mounting and
grinding stages to maintain a monolayer of grains.
Polishing was done on lead laps with diamond
powders, and finished using 0.05 pm y-Al2O3 on a
cloth lap. Chemical analyses were done by wave-
length-dispersion spectrometry on a JEOL 733 electron
microprobe, using the following X-ray lines and
standards: CuKcr, FeKcq SKcr (chalcopyrite, Westem
Mines); Pblo (synthetic PbS); BaLa (synthetic
BaSO) and NiKct (Ni metat). The analyses were
performed at 20 kV with a beam current of 20 nA (cup
reading) and a 20-second count rate, Raw data were
corrected using the ZAF program supplied by Tracor
Northern (NORAN).

Reflectance values were measured in air and in
oil (Zeiss olJ'o np = 1.515, DIN 58.884 at 20'C) using
a Zeiss MPM 03 microscope-photometer. The
measurements were made against a SiC standard (Zeiss
no.472).

The X-ray powder-diffraction pattern (Table 1) was
obtained with a 114.6-mm Gandolfi camera employing
Ni-filtered CuKcr radiation (), 1.54178 A) without an
inlernal standard; the pattern was not correcled for filn

shrinkage. A single anhedrat fragment exfracted from
a polished section, was mounted and sfudied by single-
crystal precession methods employing Z-filtered Mo
radiation.

PHYSIcAL AND OPncAL hoPsRTlEs

Owensite has a microhardness VHN16 of 137; only
one indentation was possible erving to the paucity of
material, and it corresponds to a calculated Mohs
hardness of 3Vz.T\e mineral is opaque with a metallic
luster and a black streak. The new mineral takes a very
good polish; in reflected plane-polarized light in air, it
is pale brownish grey, with no discernible bireflectance
or pleochroism. The reflectance spectra (Fig. 2) of
three separate grains of owensite, all included in grains
of pyrrhotite, were measured in polished mount
8.1495. By comparison with the appearance of
pyrrhotile, owensite is much lowerreflecting, brownish
grey in air and greenish-brownish grey in oil. As the
measured spectra for the three grains were found to be
so nearly identical, Table 2 shows the reflectance data
collected in air and in oil and color values for the
largest grain only. These dat'z are in accord with
the subjective appearance o1 X[e mineral. Owensite
tamishes quite rapidly (in the air of London, U.K.),
losing about 17o (absolute) in reflectance in 36 hours.
Data for the untarnished mineral Gig. 3) are compared
with R spectra for djerfisherite (Genkin et al. L969),
thalfenisite @udashevskiy et al. L979) and the mineral
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TABTE 2. RFI,ESIANCE DATA AND @I'R VALUES FA O1VENSTTE
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bafionite (QDF3.35, Criddle & Stanley 1993). As
expected, there are strong similarities in the reflectance
spectra of these minerals. The bartonite data are
included because, as originally described by
Czamanske et al. (198L), the mineral is ideally Cl-free,
K3Fe16S1a, but may contain up to 1.38 wtvo A, a,ld a
range of compositions was found between it and
djerfisherite. This points to some interesting questions
about the essential nature of Cl in the formulae of
members of the djerfisherite oogroup".

))u
]"m

Fto. 3. Comparative reflectance specffa of owensite,
djerfisherite (Genkin et al. 1969), thalfenisite

o.vl @udashevskiy et al. 1979) and barlonire (QDF3.35,
0.316 Criddle & Stanley 1993).
t2.9
5?E
16.2

Cumarcel Dare

Nine grains were quantitatively analyzed with the
electron microprobe (Table 3). The mean analytical
results (and ranges) are: Ba 23.04(2L.93-24.25),
Pb 3.58(0.89-5.18), Cu 25.33('24.42-27.29), Fe
20.24(t8.93--2L.42), Ni 0.25(0.16-0.60), S
n.Il(26.7+27.46), total 99.55 ,nt%o. The average
empirical formulA based on 58 atoms as determined
from the crystal-stucture study (SAnnaiski 1995), is
(Bas.+zPbo.sd>s.es(Cu12.s7Fe11.zoNio.rd:=za.zrSzz.sr or,
ideally, (Ba,Pb)6(Cu,Fe,Ni)25S27. All tle grains

TABLE 3. ELECTRON.MICROPROBE DATA FOR OWENSIIE
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analyzed show faidy good homogeneity. Because of
some similarities with the minerals djerfisherite and
thalfenisite (see Szymafski 1995), Cl was specifically
sought but not detected (minimum detection-level of
0.0L3 vrtvo, corresponding to <0.012 Cl atoms per
forrnula unit).

X-Rly Powpnn AND Strt{cr.E-CRysrAL SruDy

A single anhedral fragment, measuring 50 x 90 pm,
was mounted and studied by single-crystal precession
methods employing h-ftltsred Mo radiation. The
fragment was mounted with a* parallel to the dial axis.
The levels of the reciprocal lattice collected were:
hN -s hn, hUl --> h2l,0ll* A a* and 02Lx lt ax.
Owensite displays cubic symmetry aqd has a measured
unit-cell parameier a of 1A.422 A. No systematic
absences were noted on precession fiLns, and the
observed diffraction-symmety is m3m (i.e., hk = l<h
reflections); these factors dictate that the permissible
space-groups we Pm3m (221), P432 (207) or P-43m
(215) (cliffraction aspect P*31'). The conect space-
group, as determined by crystal-structure analysis
(Szymafski L995), is Pm3m.

The refined unit-ce! parameter a 10.373(2) A and
volume y 1116.0(3) A3 are based on 19 reflections,
between 3.460 and 1.528 A, in the X-ray powder
patlern for which unambiguous indexing was possible.
Al1 possible reflections down to 1.5 A were visually
examined on single-crystal precession films. Fully
indexed X-ray powder data obtained with a I14.6-mm
Gandolfi camera, are presented in Table 1. It should be
noted that the grain used for the single-crystal study
was also used for both the X-ray powder study and the
crystal-structure analysis. The powder pattem super-
ficially resembles those of djerfisherite (a L0.465 Al
and thalfenisite (a IO.29 A). Owensite is thus a new
member of the djerfisherite group. The crystal-chem-

ical imFlications of (Ba,Pb)2+ substitution for (K,Na)r+
and Tlr+ are frrther discussed by Szymarlski (1995).

Assuming the empirical formula derived from the
electron-microprobe analyses and Z = 1, the calculated
density for owensite is 4.78 glcrrt.

Dtscusstott

Owensite is the first Ba sulfide (actually a Ba base-
metal sulfrde) to be found in nature. The crystallization
of this unusual mineral must be ascribed to the
extremely high concentrations of Ba (-5000 ppm)
found in all mineralized and rrnmineralized lithologies
within the Quill Creek Complex (Cabi et al. 1993);
this is in direct contrast to normal concentrations of Ba
found in rocks of tholeiitic composition (<350 ppm).
This enrichment in Ba also is reflected in the
occurrence of barite and Ba-bearing feldspars in
the ultramaJic rocks of the Quill Creek Complex; it
may be ascribed to significant contamination of the
magma(s) that gave rise to the complex; this is
supported by the isotopic values of 6sS, 187os/186os

and 87srr6sr (-. Hulbert, in prep.).
Another unusual feature of this new mineral is the

fact that the original interpretation of the stoichiometry
was MeS6, based on the electron-microprobe results. It
was only possible to understand the true stoichiometry
after a crystal-structure study (Szymadski 1995).

Finally, the possible relation with the djerfisherite
structure was only investigated following comments
made by voting members of the Commission on New
Minerals and Mineral Names. IMA. As discussed in
detail by Szymadski (1995), though owensiteis closely
related to djerfisherite, it is different in that it contains
none of the monovalent metals characteristic of
djerfisherite and is also devoid of Cl, considered to be
an essential element in djerfisherite (Clarke et al.
L994\.

TABLE 4. COMPARSON OF OWE.ISTIts AND DJERFISHRflTdIROI]P MINRAIJ
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